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endless Possibilities

Modern-Aire uses only the finest materials available.  All standard stainless steel 

used	in	the	production	of	our	ventilation	systems	is	premium	300	Series	brushed	

to a beautiful #4 satin finish. This series of stainless steel is guaranteed not to 

rust, period! We also offer solid copper, solid brass, hand-rubbed finishes and 

most other materials available to us. Available material options and applica-

tions are polished, antiqued and hammered versions. Powder coated finishes 

are also available in a multitude of stock colors. Modern-Aire Ventilating can 

also	customize	your	canopy	in	any	color	imaginable.	Custom	color	matching	is	

available at an additional charge. 

Designed to ventilate today’s residential commercial style ranges, these high powered units 

incorporate a stainless steel commercial style restaurant baffle filter system for complete 

smoke, odor and contaminate removal. Double wall construction means a more solid, easier 

to clean interior and halogen lighting gives beautiful, bright, total illumination over your 

entire cooking surface. 

DECOrATIVE rIVETS enhance the design of your 

hood.  this extra touch will give the hood its own 

unique quality.  Rivets come in a variety of finishes 

and sizes. Custom spacing is available.

VErTICAL BAnDS add depth and dimension. 

vertical bands are available in stainless steel, copper, 

brass or any custom material available. Bands may  

be laminated to the hood or may be attached with  

decorative rivets.

SEAMLESS COnSTrUCTIOn is offered as an up-

grade to all of Modern-aire’s range hood canopies.  

seamless construction replaces all exposed seams on 

the canopy making the hood look like it was diecast 

from one piece of metal.  the material used is also 

upgraded to a thickness of 14ga versus 20ga or 22ga. 

LIP TrEATMEnTS can add additional dimension to 

the canopy and are also available in most materi-

als. It can be laminated or attached with rivet caps 

depending on your design needs. 

POT rAILS add a beautiful effect to any style 

of hood. Pot Rails are available in brushed 

stainless steel, polished chrome or polished 

brass. they can be mounted on the front, 

sides or back of almost any hood. on island 

hoods the pot rail is normally mounted  

completely around the unit. 
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